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Introduction
This document explains how to increase Oracle database performance and improve user
response time by deploying Oracle’s Flash Accelerator hardware with Oracle’s Database
Smart Flash Cache feature. Oracle’s Database Smart Flash Cache feature is supported only
on Oracle Linux and Oracle Solaris operating systems beginning with Oracle 11gR2.
The benefits outlined here apply to all Oracle Flash products on Oracle Linux or Oracle Solaris.
For this particular study Oracle’s PCIe based in-server Sun Flash Accelerator F40 PCIe Card
and Oracle Linux with Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel were used. The findings apply to both
the Sun Flash Accelerator F40 and F80 PCIe Cards.
With very high IOPS performance, low latency and a low CPU burden, the Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Card maximizes transactional I/O performance for applications like online
transaction processing, data warehousing and data mining when coupled with a database and
operating system having support for the technology. By delivering the I/O performance of
hundreds of traditional hard disk drives at a fraction of their latency and power, the Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe card improves business
responsiveness and user satisfaction with faster
application performance, greater productivity and
server efficiency.
Oracle Linux with Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel
was chosen for this study because the Unbreakable
Enterprise Kernel is modern, includes the latest
upstream hardware support relevant to data center
operations, and includes features that can benefit
SSD performance such as SSD Detect.
Figure 1 Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card
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Advantages of Using Flash-based Caching / Storage with an Oracle
Database and Oracle Linux
Online transaction processing (OLTP) and Data Warehousing & Analytics (DW) are
typical types of applications that use an Oracle database. OLTP and DW applications
have demanding requirements for fast response times and high throughput which makes it
difficult for database administrators (DBAs) to maintain and scale their infrastructure as
the number of users grows and the amount of data increases. During the application life cycle,
performance bottlenecks might originate in one or more areas, such as the network, the processor, and
the storage devices. Correcting a bottleneck in one area might cause another bottleneck to appear in
another area.
Flash-based storage provides a new tool for DBAs to solve their performance issues. For example, 5 ms
is the typical response time for a small data read from a hard disk drive. Flash-based devices like the
Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card can complete the same read, on average, in 50 μs to 300 μs, an
improvement of several orders-of-magnitude in response time.

Flash-based storage provides performance that falls between the performance levels of hard disk drives
and DDR3 memory. Initial implementations of flash-based drives (SSDs, or solid state drives) were
intended to replace a hard disk drive in direct-attach storage or RAID subsystems. Mounting SSDs on
a PCIe card is a recent innovation that alleviates throughput constraints that are also caused by the
storage interface allowing it to be used as a cache device and not just persistent storage. Oracle’s Sun
Flash Accelerator PCIe Cards offer up to 800 GB capacity with over 155,000 random input/output
operations (IOPs) and 2.1 GB/s bandwidth performance with a single low-profile PCIe card.

Overview of Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card
Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card offers high performance with low latency and a low CPU
burden. Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card maximizes transactional I/O performance for Oracle
databases and for other applications that require high-performance computing. Oracle’s Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Card performs consistently across reads and writes regardless of workload by using
industry-standard and widely deployed Oracle SAS software for easier system integration and
management and a faster time to market.
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Figure 2 High level technology overview and benefits of the PCIe card

Configuring Oracle Linux and the Oracle Database for Optimum I/O
Performance
You can achieve significant database I/O improvement by implementing Oracle Linux with
Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel (UEK) and following some simple guidelines in setting up the kernel
and the Oracle Database. This section will describe the configuration steps for Oracle Linux with
Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel and the Oracle Database to use and optimize the Oracle’s Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Card with the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature.

Configure Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card as a File System
The Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card is a block device optimized for block sizing and
alignment that work best with most applications (consistent with that of Oracle databases). This
section explains actions you can take to tune Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card for maximum
performance in an Oracle Linux environment with Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel. The following
steps configure Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card as one (1) file system that one database can
use. Other options would be to create multiple aligned partitions on Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator
PCIe Card and allocate these partitions to other databases residing on the server for their own Oracle
Database Smart Flash Cache.
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Align the Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card on a 1M boundary in Oracle Linux. The
following example shows how to calculate the boundary alignment, using Oracle’s Sun Flash
Accelerator F40 PCIe Card specifications:
fdisk -lu /dev/sda
Disk /dev/sda: 400.0 GB, 399999762432 bytes
255 heads, 63 sectors/track, 48630 cylinders, total 781249536
sectors

To align Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator Card, the “sfdisk” command can be executed to create the
aligned partition. The following “sfdisk” command that will align Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator
F40 Card on a 1M boundary:
echo "2048,," | sfdisk -uS /dev/sda

Verify that the partition was created starting at sector 2048 by running “fdisk –lu /dev/sda”
or running “sfdisk –l –uS /dev/sda” after creating the aligned partition.
For creating an EXT-4 file system:
mkfs –t ext4 /dev/sda1

or mkfs.ext4 /dev/sda1

When mounting the new EXT-4 device:
mount -t ext4 -o noatime,nodiratime,max_batch_time=0,nobarrier
/dev/sda1 /mountpoint

The DEADLINE I/O scheduler is enabled by default in Oracle’s Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel.
To verify that DEADLINE is enabled, issue the following statement as root:
cat /sys/block/sda/queue/scheduler
noop anticipatory [deadline] cfq



In addition to changing the I/O scheduler, use the
“noatime,nodiratime,max_batch_time=0,nobarrier” file system mount options in
the /etc/fstab file. These options eliminate system overhead when performing IO. These
options also enable faster access to the files, plus the benefit of less wear on Oracle’s Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Cards. This example shows how the /etc/fstab entry invokes these options:
/dev/sda1 /MP ext4 defaults,noatime,nodiratime,max_batch_time=0,nobarrier 1 2



Performance of Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card can benefit by increasing Queue Depth
(QD) from the default of 128 to 512 or higher, depending on the load. Since the latency of Sun
Flash Accelerator PCIe Card is so small, more I/O operations can be run in parallel on the PCIe
Card. In order to modify queue depth, the “nr_requests” parameter will need to be modified
to the same or larger value of the new queue depth value. Here are examples of modifying both
the “nr_requests” and “queue_depth” parameters for /dev/sda which was used in our
tests:
echo "512" > /sys/block/sda/queue/nr_requests
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echo "512" > /sys/block/sda/device/queue_depth

To ensure these settings persist across reboots, place these commands in the /etc/rc.local
file.

Configure Oracle ASM Using Multiple Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator
PCIe Cards for Mirroring or for Increased Smart Flash Cache
Capacity
To provide expanded capacity for the Database Smart Flash Cache multiple Oracle Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Cards can be deployed using volume management software. Multiple Oracle Sun
Flash Accelerator PCIe Cards can be mirrored, but in the following example, two cards were installed
using Oracle ASM to expand the cache area capacity.
A benefit of using an ASM diskgroup for the database smart flash cache is that multiple databases on
the server will be able to share this diskgroup to create multiple database smart flash caches for the
different databases.
To configure Oracle ASM over two Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Cards:
1. Oracle Grid release 11gR2 will need to be installed and configured to use ASM. For reference on
installing 11gR2 Grid, go to:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/enterprise-edition/downloads/index.html

2. Review the section: Configure Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card to use as a Filesystem in this paper
to configure both Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Cards. When using ASM, the only steps that
need to be performed in this referenced section are aligned on a 1M boundary and changing the
Oracle Linux I/O scheduler to “deadline”.
Oracle Linux provides an Oracle ASM tool to create the ASM disks and the diskgroup.
3. The following Oracle ASM commands will create one ASM disk for each Oracle Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Card. These commands must be run as root:
/usr/bin/oracleasm createdisk D1 /dev/sda1
/usr/bin/oracleasm createdisk D2 /dev/sdb1

4. Use these commands to create the diskgroup, specifying external redundancy from SQLPlus from
the ASM instance:
SQL> create diskgroup FLASH disk 'ORCL:D1', 'ORCL:D2' external
redundancy;

Another option for creating an ASM diskgroup is to use ASMCA which uses a graphical user interface
to create the diskgroup.

Configuring the Oracle Database to Use Database Smart Flash Cache
This section describes the changes needed to enable and configure an Oracle 11g R2 database with the
Database Smart Flash Cache feature.
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Oracle 11g Release 2 Database Smart Flash Cache
With Oracle Database 11g Release 2 Enterprise Edition, Oracle introduced Database Smart Flash
Cache. This feature allows customers to be able to use flash devices, such as the Sun PCIe Flash Card,
to increase the effective size of the Oracle database buffer cache without adding more main memory.
For transaction-based workloads, Oracle database blocks are normally loaded into a dedicated shared
memory area in main memory called the system global area (SGA). The Smart Flash Cache feature
allows you to expand the database buffer cache beyond the SGA in main memory to a second-level
cache on flash memory device(s).
This document demonstrates how you can use the Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card with the
Smart Flash Cache feature to increase performance of an Oracle database. Figure 3 shows a system
without and with Smart Flash Cache. This unique feature takes full advantage of flash by treating it as a
transparent extension of the buffer cache (Level 2 cache). With this implementation, instead of the
application having to wait for data from slow hard disk drives for their I/O needs, frequently accessed
data is cached and sent to flash thus improving the I/O service times.

Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache
Built into Oracle 11gR2 – First Flash Enabled Database
Database
Smart
Flash
Cache
using
Oracle’s
Sun Flash
PCIe Card

Figure 3 Smart Flash Cache acts as a transparent extension of buffer cache

Both OLTP and DW environments can benefit from using Oracle’s Database Smart Flash Cache with
Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card to achieve maximum performance in new or existing Oracle
database deployments with I/O intensive workloads and memory constraints. Benefits can include
both improved transaction throughput and application response times. The following types of Oracle
database environments can potentially make effective use of the Oracle’s Database Smart Flash Cache
feature and the Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card:

 Workloads with repeated short transactions in which many users access the same data
 Storage systems that exhibit intensive disk read activity, high latency and I/O bottlenecks
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 Systems under heavy main memory pressure, which prevents more memory being allocated to
the SGA buffer cache

Figure 4 Accelerate database performance intelligently and efficiently with Smart Flash Cache

By adding a Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card (or several cards) to your server, you can increase your
buffer cache size to be several orders larger than your existing memory cache so more data comes
directly from the solid-state Flash Cache instead of disk. While more cache is always better, depending
on the workload, Flash Cache size of 4x – 10x that of the database SGA size is recommended. This
will allow you to offload most of your disk I/O to much faster flash. The first I/O from the disk is
also stored in the flash buffer cache. All subsequent reads from that particular row are then done on
flash. This is clean (read) cache as any dirty block (writes) are flushed to disk. This provides the
necessary data protection as any changes are already written to disk so no RAID or mirroring is
required.
When the database application requests data I/O, it first looks in the buffer pool. If not found, the
search is then performed in the Smart Flash Cache buffer. If again the data is not found, the search
then goes to the disk storage. By replacing some of your disk I/O with solid-state flash IO, not only is
performance and response times greatly improved, you realize much better IOPS/$, IOPS/GB,
IOPS/Watt and server utilization efficiency.
Setting up the Database Smart Flash Cache is very easy and requires just a few steps to define and
aggregate its size and point to its location, as per below:

 Aggregate flash cards/modules to pool:
 No mirroring needed - it is a cache!
 Set two init.ora parameters:
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 Path to flash devices
db_flash_cache_file = </filesystem > or <+FLASH/filename>

 Size of flash device
db_flash_cache_size = <flash pool size>
While Smart Flash Cache is dynamic and very efficient by automatically migrating and evicting data as
needed, the DBA has the option to pin objects/hot data into the Smart Flash Cache with the KEEP
command. Normally the DBA would pin an object into the KEEP buffer pool which resides in
memory. By pinning the object in the Smart Flash Cache, real memory requirements are reduced, but
performance is increased since more selected objects/hot data can now be accessed directly from
much faster Oracle Flash device instead of much slower disk. Syntax for pinning an object in Smart
Flash Cache is:
alter table|index object_name storage (flash_cache keep);

NOTE: Currently, the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature is available only on Linux and
Solaris® environments.
There are multiple database patches to enable Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache. The patch for the
early releases of 11gR2 is 8974084:META BUG FOR FLASH CACHE 11.2PL BUGS TO
BACKPORT TO 11.2.0.1 OEL. The patch for the latest release of the 11gR2 release (11.2.0.3) that
was used for these tests is 12949806: Flash Cache Check is Against Enterprise Release. After installing
the patch and bouncing the database, the DB_FLASH_CACHE_FILE and
DB_FLASH_CACHE_SIZE parameters were set in the database to enable this feature.
The following database settings were used in these tests when invoking Oracle Database Smart Flash
Cache:
SQL> alter system set
db_flash_cache_file='/osfc/oradata/osfc/flash.dbf' scope=spfile;
SQL> alter system set db_flash_cache_size=175g scope=spfile;
SQL> show parameter flash
NAME
TYPE
VALUE
----------------------------------------------------------------db_flash_cache_file
string
/osfc/oradata/osfc/flash.dbf
db_flash_cache_size
big integer
175G

These commands enabled Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache inside the database using file system
/osfc and allocated 175 GB to this cache. The database must be bounced before it can use this
cache.
To implement Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache using multiple Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe
Cards, we installed and implemented ASM to create a diskgroup over multiple Oracle Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Cards to increase the capacity of the Database Smart Flash Cache. For details, see the
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section in this guide titled Configure Oracle ASM Using Multiple PCIe Cards for Mirroring or for
Increased Smart Flash Cache Capacity.
The following database settings were used in the benchmarks when using multiple Oracle Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Cards and the Database Smart Flash Cache:
SQL> alter system set db_flash_cache_file= '+FLASH/flash.dbf'
scope=spfile;
SQL> alter system set db_flash_cache_size=250g scope=spfile;
SQL> show parameter flash
NAME
TYPE
VALUE
------------------------------------------------------------------db_flash_cache_file
string
+FLASH/flash.dbf
db_flash_cache_size
big integer 250G.

Database Settings
The following database settings were used for all benchmarks:

 All tablespaces for the database were installed on one LUN (except the data and indexes used
by Quest Benchmark Factory)
 Tablespace for Quest Benchmark Factory was created on a separate LUN
 A 175 GB Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache was allocated on one Oracle Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Card
 SGA=5g
 filesystemio_options=SETALL
 disk_async_io=TRUE
 4GB redo logs

Benchmark Results
Before adding the Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card and the Oracle Database Smart Flash cache
to the test configuration, Oracle Linux with Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel and the Oracle database
were configured using techniques described in the above sections. OLTP benchmarks were executed to
establish a baseline before and after implementing the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature.
Quest’s Benchmark Factory was used for these benchmarks and each transactions per second (TPS)
and average response time results were documented.
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Baseline Results
The results from the benchmark before enabling Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache are:

 Average TPS:

58.31

 Average response (in seconds):

1.242

Results with Database Smart Flash Cache Enabled
The results from the benchmark after enabling the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature with
one Flash F40 Card:

 Average TPS:

71.23

 Average response time (seconds):

0.543

Observations
During these benchmarks, IOSTAT, VMSTAT, and Oracle Automatic Workload Repository (AWR)
reports were generated.
Following are the results from the baseline benchmark with hard disk drives:
VMSTAT with Hard Drives:

IOSTAT with Hard Drives:
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AWR Top 5 Timed Foreground Events with Hard Drives:
Event

Waits

Time(s)

db file sequential read

1,889,017

119,533

63

97.1

User I/O

db file parallel read

8,249

1,597

194

1.3

User I/O

DB CPU

Avg wait (ms)

1,508

% DB Time

Wait Class

1.23

read by other session

15,544

796

51

0.65

User I/O

log file sync

57,122

30

0.525

0.02

Commit

The following results are from the benchmark using the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature
with the Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card:
VMSTAT with Flash Accelerator Card:

IOSTAT with Flash Accelerator Card:
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AWR Top 5 Timed Foreground Events with Flash Accelerator Card:
Event

Waits

db flash cache single block phys read

21,467,471

read by other session
db file sequential read

Avg wait (ms)

% DB Time

7,556

0.352

43.14

User I/O

14,492,743

5,082

0.351

29.01

User I/O

214,400

2,877

13

16.42

User I/O

DB CPU
latch: cache buffers chains

Time(s)

2,534
343,567

32

Wait Class

14.47
0.931

0.18

Concurrency

Comparison of Benchmark Results
Several important statistics exists that are important to evaluate between the two benchmarks:
VMSTAT

Block column statistic, which indicates if system resources are waiting on I/O.

Figure 5 Kernel wait threads on I/O reduced from 85 to < 35 on averag
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IOSTAT

Columns “r/s” (reads per second) and “await” (average wait time).

Figure 6 Reads per second drastically reduced as physical reads come from Smart Flash Cache instead of hard disk

IOSTAT

Average Wait Time

Figure 7 Average wait time with disk drops from 20ms to 7ms

Automatic Workload Repository (AWR)

Reviewing the AWR top five wait events will help one determine the effectiveness of adding PCIe
flash. If the “db file sequential reads” are a large percentage of total wait times or averaging greater
than 5 ms, that’s an indication of storage related I/O issues; this is an area where Smart Flash Cache
and the Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card can help alleviate these bottlenecks and improve
response times.
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Referring to Figure 8 the “db file sequential read” event was the top wait event during the baseline
benchmark with an average of 63ms for each wait. This same event went from number 1 in the
baseline to the 3rd ranking wait event with database smart flash cache enabled. The “db file sequential
reads” event wait time dropped to an average of 13ms per wait, almost 5x improvement in wait times.

Figure 8 Test Results—HDD vs. Oracle F40 Smart Flash Cache

The new “db flash cache single block physical read” wait event became #1 in the top 5 wait events.
The average wait time to read a single data block was 35μs (microseconds) compared to 63ms
(milliseconds) without Smart Flash Cache enabled, or nearly 180x improvement in wait time.
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Smart Flash Cache Statistics
select * from v$sysstat where name like ‘flash cache%’;

Descriptions for Smart Flash Cache statistics:
flash cache eviction: aged out

Flash cache buffer is aged out of the flash cache

flash cache eviction: buffer
pinned

Flash cache buffer is invalidated due to object or range reuse, and so
on. The flash cache buffer was in use at the time of eviction.

flash cache eviction: invalidated Flash cache buffer is invalidated due to object or range reuse, and so
on. The flash cache buffer was not in use at the time of eviction.
flash cache insert skip: corrupt

In-memory buffer was skipped for insertion into flash cache because
the buffer was corrupted

flash cache insert skip: DBWR
overloaded

In-memory buffer was skipped for insertion into flash cache because
DBWR was busy writing other buffers

flash cache insert skip: exists

In-memory buffer was skipped for insertion into flash cache because
it was already in the flash cache

flash cache insert skip:
modification

In-memory buffer was skipped for insertion into flash cache because
it was being modified

flash cache insert skip: not
current

In-memory buffer was skipped for insertion into flash cache because
it was not current

flash cache insert skip: not
useful

In-memory buffer was skipped for insertion into flash cache because
the type of buffer was not useful to keep

flash cache inserts

Total number of in-memory buffers inserted into flash cache

From the Smart Flash Cache statistics taken from the benchmarks, the two outstanding statistics that
were important to describe and useful to evaluate if the Smart Flash Cache is working effectively:
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 Flash Cache inserts: Number of blocks written to Smart Flash Cache
 Flash cache insert skip: exists: If a block is read from the Smart Flash Cache into the buffer
cache, it then remains in the Smart Flash Cache. There is no need to write the block back into
the Smart Flash Cache.

Conclusion
Flash accelerates applications, increases productivity and improves business responsiveness. Based
upon the benchmarks that were executed for this best practices guide using an Oracle Sun Flash
Accelerator PCIe Card and Oracle’s Database Smart Flash Cache feature running on Oracle Linux with
Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel, large performance gains were realized. Whether running an Oracle
Database or other I/O intensive applications, similar performance gains and improved response times
can be realized in the enterprise using the configuration presented in this guide for workloads that are:

 Disk bound
 Mostly read or read-only
 I/O bound by large number of disk IOPS.

As a side benefit, by implementing Oracle’s Database Smart Flash Cache feature along
with the Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card, not only will this combination reduce
the hard disk IOPS for reads resulting in large performance gains, this reduction in IOPS
for reads will result in the capability to perform physical writes with less latency.
These are significant benefits for customers running large databases. Oracle’s Database Smart Flash
Cache feature with the Oracle Sun Flash Accelerator PCIe Card and Oracle Linux with Unbreakable
Enterprise Kernel or Oracle Solaris provide a platform that can scale and perform to the demanding
needs of growing enterprises.

Resources
 Oracle's Sun Flash Accelerator F40 PCIe Card
 Oracle Database 11g
 Oracle Linux with Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel
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